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Last time

• went over quiz 4

• another energy example

• center of mass



Overview

• center of mass

• motion of center of mass

• linear momentum

• impulse



Center of Mass

Expression for the position vector of the center of mass:

rCM =
1

M

∑
i

mi ri

where ri = xi i + yi j + zik is the displacement of particle i from the
origin.



Center of Mass Example
Ch 9, #2

Consider the three-particle system, with masses m1 = 3.0 kg,
m2 = 4.0 kg, and m3 = 8.0 kg. The scales on the axes are set by
xs = 2.0 m and ys = 2.0 m.

What are the coordinates of the system’s center of mass?
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••5 What are (a) the x coordinate and (b) the y coordinate of the
center of mass for the uniform plate shown in Fig. 9-38 if L 5.0 cm?!
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Fig. 9-38 Problem 5.

sec. 9-2 The Center of Mass
•1 A 2.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates ("1.20 m, 0.500 m),
and a 4.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates (0.600 m, "0.750 m).
Both lie on a horizontal plane. At what (a) x and (b) y coordinates
must you place a 3.00 kg particle such that the center of mass of the
three-particle system has the coordinates ("0.500 m, "0.700 m)?

•2 Figure 9-35 shows a three-
particle system, with masses m1 !
3.0 kg, m2 ! 4.0 kg, and m3 ! 8.0
kg. The scales on the axes are set
by xs ! 2.0 m and ys ! 2.0 m.
What are (a) the x coordinate and
(b) the y coordinate of the sys-
tem’s center of mass? (c) If m3 is
gradually increased, does the cen-
ter of mass of the system shift to-
ward or away from that particle, or does it remain stationary?

••3 Figure 9-36 shows a  slab with dimensions d1 ! 11.0 cm,
d2 ! 2.80 cm, and d3 ! 13.0 cm. Half the slab consists of alu-
minum (density ! 2.70 g/cm3) and half consists of iron (density !
7.85 g/cm3).What are (a) the x coordinate, (b) the y coordinate, and
(c) the z coordinate of the slab’s center of mass?
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Fig. 9-35 Problem 2.

••4 In Fig. 9-37, three uniform thin rods, each of length L ! 22
cm, form an inverted U. The vertical rods each have a mass of 14 g;
the horizontal rod has a mass of 42 g.What are (a) the x coordinate
and (b) the y coordinate of the system’s center of mass?
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Fig. 9-37 Problem 4.

••6 Figure 9-39 shows a cubical box that has been constructed
from uniform metal plate of negligible thickness. The box is open
at the top and has edge length L ! 40 cm. Find (a) the x coordi-
nate, (b) the y coordinate, and (c) the z coordinate of the center of
mass of the box.
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Fig. 9-39 Problem 6.

•••7 In the ammonia (NH3) molecule of Fig. 9-40, three
hydrogen (H) atoms form an equilateral triangle, with the center
of the triangle at distance d ! 9.40 # 10"11 m from each hydrogen
atom. The nitrogen (N) atom is at the apex of a pyramid, with the
three hydrogen atoms forming the base. The nitrogen-to-hydrogen
atomic mass ratio is 13.9, and the nitrogen-to-hydrogen distance is
L ! 10.14 # 10"11 m. What are the (a) x and (b) y coordinates of
the molecule’s center of mass?

ILW

Tutoring problem available (at instructor’s discretion) in WileyPLUS and WebAssign

SSM Worked-out solution available in Student Solutions Manual      

• – ••• Number of dots indicates level of problem difficulty

Additional information available in The Flying Circus of Physics and at flyingcircusofphysics.com

WWW Worked-out solution is at

ILW Interactive solution is at 
http://www.wiley.com/college/halliday

halliday_c09_201-240v2.qxd  4-09-2009  17:13  Page 230
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••5 What are (a) the x coordinate and (b) the y coordinate of the
center of mass for the uniform plate shown in Fig. 9-38 if L 5.0 cm?!
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Fig. 9-38 Problem 5.

sec. 9-2 The Center of Mass
•1 A 2.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates ("1.20 m, 0.500 m),
and a 4.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates (0.600 m, "0.750 m).
Both lie on a horizontal plane. At what (a) x and (b) y coordinates
must you place a 3.00 kg particle such that the center of mass of the
three-particle system has the coordinates ("0.500 m, "0.700 m)?

•2 Figure 9-35 shows a three-
particle system, with masses m1 !
3.0 kg, m2 ! 4.0 kg, and m3 ! 8.0
kg. The scales on the axes are set
by xs ! 2.0 m and ys ! 2.0 m.
What are (a) the x coordinate and
(b) the y coordinate of the sys-
tem’s center of mass? (c) If m3 is
gradually increased, does the cen-
ter of mass of the system shift to-
ward or away from that particle, or does it remain stationary?

••3 Figure 9-36 shows a  slab with dimensions d1 ! 11.0 cm,
d2 ! 2.80 cm, and d3 ! 13.0 cm. Half the slab consists of alu-
minum (density ! 2.70 g/cm3) and half consists of iron (density !
7.85 g/cm3).What are (a) the x coordinate, (b) the y coordinate, and
(c) the z coordinate of the slab’s center of mass?
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Fig. 9-35 Problem 2.

••4 In Fig. 9-37, three uniform thin rods, each of length L ! 22
cm, form an inverted U. The vertical rods each have a mass of 14 g;
the horizontal rod has a mass of 42 g.What are (a) the x coordinate
and (b) the y coordinate of the system’s center of mass?
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••6 Figure 9-39 shows a cubical box that has been constructed
from uniform metal plate of negligible thickness. The box is open
at the top and has edge length L ! 40 cm. Find (a) the x coordi-
nate, (b) the y coordinate, and (c) the z coordinate of the center of
mass of the box.
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Fig. 9-39 Problem 6.

•••7 In the ammonia (NH3) molecule of Fig. 9-40, three
hydrogen (H) atoms form an equilateral triangle, with the center
of the triangle at distance d ! 9.40 # 10"11 m from each hydrogen
atom. The nitrogen (N) atom is at the apex of a pyramid, with the
three hydrogen atoms forming the base. The nitrogen-to-hydrogen
atomic mass ratio is 13.9, and the nitrogen-to-hydrogen distance is
L ! 10.14 # 10"11 m. What are the (a) x and (b) y coordinates of
the molecule’s center of mass?

ILW

Tutoring problem available (at instructor’s discretion) in WileyPLUS and WebAssign

SSM Worked-out solution available in Student Solutions Manual      

• – ••• Number of dots indicates level of problem difficulty

Additional information available in The Flying Circus of Physics and at flyingcircusofphysics.com

WWW Worked-out solution is at

ILW Interactive solution is at 
http://www.wiley.com/college/halliday
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r = (1.1 i + 1.3 j) m or r = 〈1615 , 4
3〉 m

If m3 is gradually increased, does the center of mass of the system
shift toward or away from that particle, or does it remain
stationary?

shifts toward m3
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center of mass for the uniform plate shown in Fig. 9-38 if L 5.0 cm?!
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sec. 9-2 The Center of Mass
•1 A 2.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates ("1.20 m, 0.500 m),
and a 4.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates (0.600 m, "0.750 m).
Both lie on a horizontal plane. At what (a) x and (b) y coordinates
must you place a 3.00 kg particle such that the center of mass of the
three-particle system has the coordinates ("0.500 m, "0.700 m)?

•2 Figure 9-35 shows a three-
particle system, with masses m1 !
3.0 kg, m2 ! 4.0 kg, and m3 ! 8.0
kg. The scales on the axes are set
by xs ! 2.0 m and ys ! 2.0 m.
What are (a) the x coordinate and
(b) the y coordinate of the sys-
tem’s center of mass? (c) If m3 is
gradually increased, does the cen-
ter of mass of the system shift to-
ward or away from that particle, or does it remain stationary?

••3 Figure 9-36 shows a  slab with dimensions d1 ! 11.0 cm,
d2 ! 2.80 cm, and d3 ! 13.0 cm. Half the slab consists of alu-
minum (density ! 2.70 g/cm3) and half consists of iron (density !
7.85 g/cm3).What are (a) the x coordinate, (b) the y coordinate, and
(c) the z coordinate of the slab’s center of mass?
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Fig. 9-35 Problem 2.

••4 In Fig. 9-37, three uniform thin rods, each of length L ! 22
cm, form an inverted U. The vertical rods each have a mass of 14 g;
the horizontal rod has a mass of 42 g.What are (a) the x coordinate
and (b) the y coordinate of the system’s center of mass?
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••6 Figure 9-39 shows a cubical box that has been constructed
from uniform metal plate of negligible thickness. The box is open
at the top and has edge length L ! 40 cm. Find (a) the x coordi-
nate, (b) the y coordinate, and (c) the z coordinate of the center of
mass of the box.
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•••7 In the ammonia (NH3) molecule of Fig. 9-40, three
hydrogen (H) atoms form an equilateral triangle, with the center
of the triangle at distance d ! 9.40 # 10"11 m from each hydrogen
atom. The nitrogen (N) atom is at the apex of a pyramid, with the
three hydrogen atoms forming the base. The nitrogen-to-hydrogen
atomic mass ratio is 13.9, and the nitrogen-to-hydrogen distance is
L ! 10.14 # 10"11 m. What are the (a) x and (b) y coordinates of
the molecule’s center of mass?

ILW

Tutoring problem available (at instructor’s discretion) in WileyPLUS and WebAssign

SSM Worked-out solution available in Student Solutions Manual      

• – ••• Number of dots indicates level of problem difficulty

Additional information available in The Flying Circus of Physics and at flyingcircusofphysics.com

WWW Worked-out solution is at

ILW Interactive solution is at 
http://www.wiley.com/college/halliday
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center of mass for the uniform plate shown in Fig. 9-38 if L 5.0 cm?!
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sec. 9-2 The Center of Mass
•1 A 2.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates ("1.20 m, 0.500 m),
and a 4.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates (0.600 m, "0.750 m).
Both lie on a horizontal plane. At what (a) x and (b) y coordinates
must you place a 3.00 kg particle such that the center of mass of the
three-particle system has the coordinates ("0.500 m, "0.700 m)?

•2 Figure 9-35 shows a three-
particle system, with masses m1 !
3.0 kg, m2 ! 4.0 kg, and m3 ! 8.0
kg. The scales on the axes are set
by xs ! 2.0 m and ys ! 2.0 m.
What are (a) the x coordinate and
(b) the y coordinate of the sys-
tem’s center of mass? (c) If m3 is
gradually increased, does the cen-
ter of mass of the system shift to-
ward or away from that particle, or does it remain stationary?

••3 Figure 9-36 shows a  slab with dimensions d1 ! 11.0 cm,
d2 ! 2.80 cm, and d3 ! 13.0 cm. Half the slab consists of alu-
minum (density ! 2.70 g/cm3) and half consists of iron (density !
7.85 g/cm3).What are (a) the x coordinate, (b) the y coordinate, and
(c) the z coordinate of the slab’s center of mass?
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••4 In Fig. 9-37, three uniform thin rods, each of length L ! 22
cm, form an inverted U. The vertical rods each have a mass of 14 g;
the horizontal rod has a mass of 42 g.What are (a) the x coordinate
and (b) the y coordinate of the system’s center of mass?
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••6 Figure 9-39 shows a cubical box that has been constructed
from uniform metal plate of negligible thickness. The box is open
at the top and has edge length L ! 40 cm. Find (a) the x coordi-
nate, (b) the y coordinate, and (c) the z coordinate of the center of
mass of the box.
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•••7 In the ammonia (NH3) molecule of Fig. 9-40, three
hydrogen (H) atoms form an equilateral triangle, with the center
of the triangle at distance d ! 9.40 # 10"11 m from each hydrogen
atom. The nitrogen (N) atom is at the apex of a pyramid, with the
three hydrogen atoms forming the base. The nitrogen-to-hydrogen
atomic mass ratio is 13.9, and the nitrogen-to-hydrogen distance is
L ! 10.14 # 10"11 m. What are the (a) x and (b) y coordinates of
the molecule’s center of mass?

ILW

Tutoring problem available (at instructor’s discretion) in WileyPLUS and WebAssign

SSM Worked-out solution available in Student Solutions Manual      

• – ••• Number of dots indicates level of problem difficulty
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r = (1.1 i + 1.3 j) m or r = 〈1615 , 4
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stationary?
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Center of Mass of Continuous Objects

In solid objects, mass seems to be distributed continuously.1

It is possible to calculate the center of mass in this case also, but
that requires evaluating integrals.

Nevertheless, we can guess intuitively the rough position of the
center of mass in many cases.

1Of course, it isn’t: matter is made up of atoms. However, at everyday
scales we can safely ignore this to an excellent approximation.
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Center of Mass of Continuous Objects

If an object is made up of several different regular shapes, you can
find the center of mass by treating each part as point mass at the
center of mass of that shape.
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••5 What are (a) the x coordinate and (b) the y coordinate of the
center of mass for the uniform plate shown in Fig. 9-38 if L 5.0 cm?!
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Fig. 9-38 Problem 5.

sec. 9-2 The Center of Mass
•1 A 2.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates ("1.20 m, 0.500 m),
and a 4.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates (0.600 m, "0.750 m).
Both lie on a horizontal plane. At what (a) x and (b) y coordinates
must you place a 3.00 kg particle such that the center of mass of the
three-particle system has the coordinates ("0.500 m, "0.700 m)?

•2 Figure 9-35 shows a three-
particle system, with masses m1 !
3.0 kg, m2 ! 4.0 kg, and m3 ! 8.0
kg. The scales on the axes are set
by xs ! 2.0 m and ys ! 2.0 m.
What are (a) the x coordinate and
(b) the y coordinate of the sys-
tem’s center of mass? (c) If m3 is
gradually increased, does the cen-
ter of mass of the system shift to-
ward or away from that particle, or does it remain stationary?

••3 Figure 9-36 shows a  slab with dimensions d1 ! 11.0 cm,
d2 ! 2.80 cm, and d3 ! 13.0 cm. Half the slab consists of alu-
minum (density ! 2.70 g/cm3) and half consists of iron (density !
7.85 g/cm3).What are (a) the x coordinate, (b) the y coordinate, and
(c) the z coordinate of the slab’s center of mass?
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Fig. 9-35 Problem 2.

••4 In Fig. 9-37, three uniform thin rods, each of length L ! 22
cm, form an inverted U. The vertical rods each have a mass of 14 g;
the horizontal rod has a mass of 42 g.What are (a) the x coordinate
and (b) the y coordinate of the system’s center of mass?
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Fig. 9-37 Problem 4.

••6 Figure 9-39 shows a cubical box that has been constructed
from uniform metal plate of negligible thickness. The box is open
at the top and has edge length L ! 40 cm. Find (a) the x coordi-
nate, (b) the y coordinate, and (c) the z coordinate of the center of
mass of the box.
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Fig. 9-39 Problem 6.

•••7 In the ammonia (NH3) molecule of Fig. 9-40, three
hydrogen (H) atoms form an equilateral triangle, with the center
of the triangle at distance d ! 9.40 # 10"11 m from each hydrogen
atom. The nitrogen (N) atom is at the apex of a pyramid, with the
three hydrogen atoms forming the base. The nitrogen-to-hydrogen
atomic mass ratio is 13.9, and the nitrogen-to-hydrogen distance is
L ! 10.14 # 10"11 m. What are the (a) x and (b) y coordinates of
the molecule’s center of mass?

ILW

Tutoring problem available (at instructor’s discretion) in WileyPLUS and WebAssign

SSM Worked-out solution available in Student Solutions Manual      

• – ••• Number of dots indicates level of problem difficulty

Additional information available in The Flying Circus of Physics and at flyingcircusofphysics.com

WWW Worked-out solution is at

ILW Interactive solution is at 
http://www.wiley.com/college/halliday

halliday_c09_201-240v2.qxd  4-09-2009  17:13  Page 230



Center of Mass of Continuous Objects

If an object is made up of several different regular shapes, you can
find the center of mass by treating each part as point mass at the
center of mass of that shape.
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center of mass for the uniform plate shown in Fig. 9-38 if L 5.0 cm?!
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sec. 9-2 The Center of Mass
•1 A 2.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates ("1.20 m, 0.500 m),
and a 4.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates (0.600 m, "0.750 m).
Both lie on a horizontal plane. At what (a) x and (b) y coordinates
must you place a 3.00 kg particle such that the center of mass of the
three-particle system has the coordinates ("0.500 m, "0.700 m)?

•2 Figure 9-35 shows a three-
particle system, with masses m1 !
3.0 kg, m2 ! 4.0 kg, and m3 ! 8.0
kg. The scales on the axes are set
by xs ! 2.0 m and ys ! 2.0 m.
What are (a) the x coordinate and
(b) the y coordinate of the sys-
tem’s center of mass? (c) If m3 is
gradually increased, does the cen-
ter of mass of the system shift to-
ward or away from that particle, or does it remain stationary?

••3 Figure 9-36 shows a  slab with dimensions d1 ! 11.0 cm,
d2 ! 2.80 cm, and d3 ! 13.0 cm. Half the slab consists of alu-
minum (density ! 2.70 g/cm3) and half consists of iron (density !
7.85 g/cm3).What are (a) the x coordinate, (b) the y coordinate, and
(c) the z coordinate of the slab’s center of mass?
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••4 In Fig. 9-37, three uniform thin rods, each of length L ! 22
cm, form an inverted U. The vertical rods each have a mass of 14 g;
the horizontal rod has a mass of 42 g.What are (a) the x coordinate
and (b) the y coordinate of the system’s center of mass?
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••6 Figure 9-39 shows a cubical box that has been constructed
from uniform metal plate of negligible thickness. The box is open
at the top and has edge length L ! 40 cm. Find (a) the x coordi-
nate, (b) the y coordinate, and (c) the z coordinate of the center of
mass of the box.
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•••7 In the ammonia (NH3) molecule of Fig. 9-40, three
hydrogen (H) atoms form an equilateral triangle, with the center
of the triangle at distance d ! 9.40 # 10"11 m from each hydrogen
atom. The nitrogen (N) atom is at the apex of a pyramid, with the
three hydrogen atoms forming the base. The nitrogen-to-hydrogen
atomic mass ratio is 13.9, and the nitrogen-to-hydrogen distance is
L ! 10.14 # 10"11 m. What are the (a) x and (b) y coordinates of
the molecule’s center of mass?
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Center of Mass of Continuous Objects

If an object is made up of several different regular shapes, you can
find the center of mass by treating each part as point mass at the
center of mass of that shape.
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sec. 9-2 The Center of Mass
•1 A 2.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates ("1.20 m, 0.500 m),
and a 4.00 kg particle has the xy coordinates (0.600 m, "0.750 m).
Both lie on a horizontal plane. At what (a) x and (b) y coordinates
must you place a 3.00 kg particle such that the center of mass of the
three-particle system has the coordinates ("0.500 m, "0.700 m)?

•2 Figure 9-35 shows a three-
particle system, with masses m1 !
3.0 kg, m2 ! 4.0 kg, and m3 ! 8.0
kg. The scales on the axes are set
by xs ! 2.0 m and ys ! 2.0 m.
What are (a) the x coordinate and
(b) the y coordinate of the sys-
tem’s center of mass? (c) If m3 is
gradually increased, does the cen-
ter of mass of the system shift to-
ward or away from that particle, or does it remain stationary?

••3 Figure 9-36 shows a  slab with dimensions d1 ! 11.0 cm,
d2 ! 2.80 cm, and d3 ! 13.0 cm. Half the slab consists of alu-
minum (density ! 2.70 g/cm3) and half consists of iron (density !
7.85 g/cm3).What are (a) the x coordinate, (b) the y coordinate, and
(c) the z coordinate of the slab’s center of mass?

y (m)

x (m)

ys

0 xs

m1

m3

m2

Fig. 9-35 Problem 2.

••4 In Fig. 9-37, three uniform thin rods, each of length L ! 22
cm, form an inverted U. The vertical rods each have a mass of 14 g;
the horizontal rod has a mass of 42 g.What are (a) the x coordinate
and (b) the y coordinate of the system’s center of mass?

L

x

y

L

L

Fig. 9-37 Problem 4.

••6 Figure 9-39 shows a cubical box that has been constructed
from uniform metal plate of negligible thickness. The box is open
at the top and has edge length L ! 40 cm. Find (a) the x coordi-
nate, (b) the y coordinate, and (c) the z coordinate of the center of
mass of the box.

L
O y

x

z

Fig. 9-39 Problem 6.

•••7 In the ammonia (NH3) molecule of Fig. 9-40, three
hydrogen (H) atoms form an equilateral triangle, with the center
of the triangle at distance d ! 9.40 # 10"11 m from each hydrogen
atom. The nitrogen (N) atom is at the apex of a pyramid, with the
three hydrogen atoms forming the base. The nitrogen-to-hydrogen
atomic mass ratio is 13.9, and the nitrogen-to-hydrogen distance is
L ! 10.14 # 10"11 m. What are the (a) x and (b) y coordinates of
the molecule’s center of mass?

ILW

Tutoring problem available (at instructor’s discretion) in WileyPLUS and WebAssign

SSM Worked-out solution available in Student Solutions Manual      

• – ••• Number of dots indicates level of problem difficulty

Additional information available in The Flying Circus of Physics and at flyingcircusofphysics.com

WWW Worked-out solution is at

ILW Interactive solution is at 
http://www.wiley.com/college/halliday
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Center of Mass Questions

Where is the center of mass of this pencil?

(A) Location A.

(B) Location B.

(C) Location C.

(D) Location D.

1Pencil picture from kingofwallpapers.com.
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Center of Mass Questions
Where is the center of mass of this hammer?

(A) Location A.

(B) Location B.

(C) Location C.

(D) Location D.
1Hammer picture from pngimg.com.
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Center of Mass Questions

Where is the center of mass of this boomerang?

(A) Location A.

(B) Location B.

(C) Location C.

(D) Location D.

1Boomerang picture from http://motivatedonline.com.



Center of Mass Questions

Where is the center of mass of this boomerang?

(A) Location A.

(B) Location B.

(C) Location C. ←
(D) Location D.

1Boomerang picture from http://motivatedonline.com.



Center of Gravity

The center of gravity is the single point on an object where we can
model the force of gravity as acting on the object.

Near the surface of the Earth, the Earth’s gravitational field is
uniform, so this is the same point as the center of mass.

The center of gravity is the point at which you can balance an
object on a single point of support.

1Figure from http://dev.physicslab.org/



Center of Mass vs Center of Gravity

For a solid, rigid object:

center of mass

the point for an object where we can model all the mass as being,
in order to find the object’s trajectory; a freely moving object
rotates about this point

center of gravity

the single point for an object where we can model the force of
gravity as acting on the object; the point at which you can balance
the object.



Motion of the Center of Mass

rCM =
1

M

∑
i

mi ri

where ri = xi i + yi j + zik is the displacement of particle i from the
origin.
Differentiating gives:

drCM
dt

=
1

M

∑
i

mi
dri
dt

vCM =
1

M

∑
i

mivi

And differentiating one more time:

aCM =
1

M

∑
i

miai



Newton’s 2nd Law, revisited

aCM =
1

M

∑
i

miai

Newton’s 2nd law for a particle i tells us
∑

j Fj ,i = miai , where∑
j Fj ,i is the sum of all forces on particle i .

Then,

aCM =
1

M

∑
i ,j

Fj ,i

and
∑

i ,j Fj ,i is the sum over all forces on all particles. It’s the net
force!
Therefore,

Fnet = MaCM

Newton’s 2nd law holds for the acceleration of the center of mass.
This is good because we’ve already been assuming it when we
treated blocks as point masses.
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Linear Momentum

Linear momentum

The linear momentum of an object is the product of the object’s
mass with its velocity.

p = mv

It is a vector.

Units: kg m/s
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Momentum

Momentum was so important for Newton’s understanding of
motion that he called it the “quantity of motion”.

Newton’s (more general!) version of his second law:

Fnet =
dp

dt

Momentum is related to force.

This is where our intuition about momentum comes from:

Is it harder to stop a bowling ball or a tennis ball if they are both
approaching you at the same speed?

Is it harder to stop a bullet or a tossed marble?
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Change in Momentum and Impulse

The bullet and the bowling ball are harder to stop because they
have more momentum.

Can we be more precise about “hard to stop”?

Yes! “Hard to stop” can be measured as how much force must be
applied for how much time to stop the motion.

To stop something, we must change its momentum: ∆p

If we apply a constant force F for an amount of time ∆t:

∆p = F∆t
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The bullet and the bowling ball are harder to stop because they
have more momentum.

Can we be more precise about “hard to stop”?
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Change in Momentum and Impulse

For some reason, we also give the change in momentum a special
name:

Impulse

Impulse, J, is the change in momentum.

Impulse, J = ∆p

and so

Impulse, J = F∆t

(assuming the force F is constant)



Impulse

If the force on an object is not constant, we can still write:

J = Favg∆t

where Favg is the average force on the object over the time
interval ∆t.



Impulse from Changing Force

Impulse, J = Favg∆t
9–3 IMPULSE 245

Note that impulse is a vector and that it points in the same direction as the
average force. In addition, its units are the
same as the units of momentum.

It is no accident that impulse and momentum have the same units. In fact,
rearranging Newton’s second law, Equation 9–3, we see that the average force
times is simply the change in momentum of the ball due to the bat:

Hence, in general, impulse is just the change in momentum:

Momentum-Impulse Theorem

9–6

For instance, if we know the impulse delivered to an object—that is, its change in
momentum—and the time interval during which the change occurs, we can find
the average force that caused the impulse. 

As an example, let’s calculate the impulse given to the baseball considered at
the beginning of this section, as well as the average force between the ball and the
bat. First, set up a coordinate system with the positive x axis pointing from home
plate toward the pitcher’s mound, as indicated in Figure 9–3. If the ball’s mass is
0.145 kg, its initial momentum—which is in the negative x direction—is

Immediately after the hit, the ball’s final momentum is in the positive x direction:

The impulse, then, is

I
!

= ¢p
! = p

!
f - p

!
i = [7.45 kg # m/s - 1-6.16 kg # m/s2]xN = 113.6 kg # m/s2xN

p
!
f = mvfxN = 10.145 kg21115 mi/h2a 0.447 m/s

1 mi/h
bxN = 17.45 kg # m/s2xN

p
!
i = -mvixN = -10.145 kg2195.0 mi/h2a 0.447 m/s

1 mi/h
bxN = -16.16 kg # m/s2xN

I
!

= F
!
av ¢t = ¢p

!

 F
!
av ¢t = ¢p

!
 F
!
av =

¢p
!

¢t

¢t

N # s = 1kg # m/s22 # s = kg # m/s,

vi

vf

Force

Time

Fav

FIGURE 9–2 The average force during
a collision
The force between two objects that
collide, as when a bat hits a baseball,
rises rapidly to very large values, then
drops again to zero in a matter of
milliseconds. Rather than try to describe
the complex behavior of the force, we
focus on its average value, Note 
that the area under the rectangle is
the same as the area under the actual
force curve.

Fav

Fav.

▲

x

x

pi

pf

▲ FIGURE 9–3 Hitting a baseball
A batter hits a ball, sending it back
toward the pitcher’s mound. The
impulse delivered to the ball by the bat
changes its the ball’s momentum 
from to pfxN .-pixN

REAL-WORLD PHYSICS
The force between a ball 
and a bat

WALKMC09_0131536311.QXD  12/8/05  17:52  Page 245

1Figure from Walker, “Physics”.



Force-time trade-off
Why is an elastic line used for bungee jumping, and not a steel
cable?

Assume either one just brings you to rest. It must decrease your
momentum by a large amount.

Suppose you have mass 60 kg. At the end of your fall you could
have a velocity 25 m s−1 downward. What is your change of
momentum as you are brought to rest?

∆p = pf − pi = 1500 kg m s−1 upward

A steel cable will bring you to rest in a fraction of a second. That
is a force of well over 1500 N!

A bungee line will bring you to rest over a period of several
seconds: force ∼ 500 N: comparable to the force of gravity on you.
A much more pleasant experience.
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Force-time trade-off

The idea that changing the momentum of an object over a longer
period of time reduces the force on the object is very important in
engineering.

In particular, it is a principle used in design to improve safety.



Summary

• momentum

• momentum and Newton’s second law

• impulse

Homework
• Ch 9 Ques: 1; Probs: 1, 3, 5

• read about momentum and impulse in chapter 9


